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Ensuring the structural safety of a deployable solar panel under a severe launch vibration environment is one of the important
factors for a successful CubeSat mission. A CubeSat’s deployable solar panel proposed in this study is eﬀective to guarantee the
structural safety of solar cells by attenuating launch loads owing to the superior damping characteristic achieved by a
multilayered stiﬀener with viscoelastic acrylic tapes. The demonstration model of 3 U CubeSat’s deployable solar panel was
fabricated and tested to validate the eﬀectiveness of the proposed design. The basic dynamic characteristics of the solar panel
were measured through free-vibration tests according to the various layers of the stiﬀener. Moreover, the characteristics of the
deployed solar panel were measured and investigated under various temperatures to predict its capability under in-orbit
operation. The eﬀectiveness of the proposed design for launch vibration attenuation was demonstrated through qualiﬁcation
level sine and random vibration tests.

1. Introduction
A CubeSat is a cube-shaped nanoclass satellite platform having a volume of 1000 cm3 and a mass of 1.33 kg per a standard size of one unit (1 U) [1]. Owing to the low cost and
short period for construction and launch, this miniaturized
satellite platform has received considerable attention in the
space engineering ﬁeld. The CubeSats were primarily envisioned for low-cost educational [2] and scientiﬁc [3] missions in universities and research institutions. However, in
recent, the trend of the CubeSat development is changing
from traditional low-volume production to industry-scale
high-volume production. This trend has facilitated the realization of more advanced and challenging missions based
on CubeSat constellations, such as near real-time earth
observation [4], worldwide internet service [5], and meteorological monitoring [6].
The 3 U or larger sized CubeSats, equipped with more
advanced and miniaturized instruments such as cameras,
antennas, sensors, and electronics, have been increasingly

developed to improve mission capability of a CubeSat
platform [4–6]. However, it has caused an increase in the
electrical power required to realize the advanced CubeSat
mission. One technical solution to satisfy this increasing
power demand is the adoption of a deployable solar panel
taking into account the limited available area to install the
solar cells owing to the extreme spatial constraint of a
CubeSat structure. Nowadays, many CubeSat vendors produce various conﬁgurations of ﬂight-proven deployable solar
panels based on the printed circuit board (PCB) substrate,
which is advantageous for rapid fabrication and provides ease
of electrical interconnection between the solar cells [7]. For
stowing and releasing those deployable panels, hold and
release mechanisms (HRMs) based on a burn wire triggering
method are widely utilized owing to their simplicity, low cost,
and ease of mechanism reset [8, 9]. These mechanisms
usually provide a mechanical constraint on the solar panel
during launch by tightening the nylon wire, which is then
cut by heating the nichrome wire or burn resistor to release
the panel in orbit [10].
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The deployable solar panel mounted on the CubeSat is
subjected to severe launch vibration environments. The
dynamic deﬂection of a solar panel under vibration causes
stress on the solar cells mounted on the panel by the bounded
junction, which could ultimately lead to a crack or fracture in
those cells. In the case of previously developed deployable
solar panels for CubeSat applications, the mechanical design
strategy for the deﬂection minimization was to increase the
panel stiﬀness by applying additional stiﬀeners made up of
various materials like aluminium, carbon-ﬁber-reinforced
plastic, or ﬁberglass laminate [11, 12]. However, this strategy
typically led to an increase in the mass and development cost
of the solar panel, which might be disadvantageous for CubeSats with an extremely restricted budget. In addition, an
acceleration response of the stiﬀened solar panel might be
increased in conjunction with the mass increase. These
adverse eﬀects result in a higher tensile force acting on the
wire cutting mechanisms that constraint the panel during
launch. Moreover, that force would be further increased with
an increase in the solar panel’s size. However, most of the
burn wire triggering-type mechanisms have a limited holding
capability because they hold the panel relying mainly on the
nylon wire with low stiﬀness and strength. This means that
the potential risk of the mechanism failure in a launch
environment could be increased owing to the excessive
mechanical loading acting on the wire by panel excitation.
As an alternative solution in regard to the above issue, multiple numbers of mechanisms can be applied to provide
additional mechanical ﬁxation points on the solar panel.
However, if one of them fails to release the panel in-orbit,
the satellite might not suﬃciently produce the electrical
power and it would become a critical issue for the entire
mission. Furthermore, the application of multiple mechanisms to a single panel could reduce the available area for
solar cell attachment.
Another potential technical problem related to the
deployable solar panel is an oscillation in the deployed panel
induced by satellite attitude maneuvering, because it causes a
rigid body motion in the satellite, which might degrade its
pointing stability in-orbit [13]. This oscillation problem
might be unavoidable if the panel size becomes larger owing
to the low ﬂexible mode of the solar panel. Additionally, the
conventional technologies for reducing panel oscillation that
have been widely applied for large-class satellites, such as
rotary damper or deployable truss link, are extremely diﬃcult
to apply them for CubeSats due to the spatial limitations
allowed for the deployable appendages. These facts indicate
that an alternative way for reducing in-orbit panel oscillation
might be necessary for advanced CubeSat missions.
Considering the trend that the CubeSat’s solar panels
become larger for advanced missions, the aforementioned
technical problems related to the vibrations under launch
and in-orbit environments shall be solved. This is the starting
point of this study. In this study, we focus on a multilayered
PCB with viscoelastic acrylic tapes for attenuation of the
launch and in-orbit vibrations. The applications of viscoelastic materials for vibration attenuation have been widely studied in space engineering ﬁelds owing to the simplicity and
cost-eﬀectiveness. For example, Minesugi and Onoda [14]
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investigated the damping mechanism of a polyimide tape
with viscous lamina for space applications. Torisaka and
Yamakawa [15] proposed a passive vibration damping
approach for the solar panel of a small satellite by considering
viscoelastic materials and lightweight aluminium stiﬀeners.
Kwon et al. [16] developed a multilayered blade-type passive
vibration isolator with double-sided viscoelastic adhesive
tapes to attenuate the launch and in-orbit vibrations for a
spaceborne cryogenic cooler. Furthermore, Steinberg [17]
reported that constrained layers of viscoelastic material could
be eﬀective for reducing dynamic displacements and stresses
in vibrating beam and plate structures.
In the present study, we proposed a CubeSat’s PCB-based
deployable solar panel employing a multilayered stiﬀener,
interlaminated with viscoelastic acrylic tape, for ensuring
the structural safety of the solar cells under severe launch
vibration environments. An important advantage of the proposed solar panel is that it provides exceptionally high damping, which cannot be achieved with the currently used
materials. In addition, this damping characteristic may also
be advantageous to rapidly attenuate the oscillation of the
deployed solar panel during an in-orbit operation. In this
study, a demonstration model of a 3 U CubeSat’s deployable
solar panel was fabricated and tested to validate the eﬀectiveness of the proposed design. The damping ratio and the
natural frequency of the solar panel were investigated by conducting free-vibration tests with various layers of stiﬀeners.
Additionally, the eﬀect of temperature on the damping performance and stiﬀness of the solar panel was investigated
through that test. Furthermore, to validate the eﬀectiveness
of the design in terms of the launch load attenuation on the
solar panel, sine and random vibration tests were performed
at a qualiﬁcation level. The test results demonstrated that the
design approach proposed in this study is eﬀective to attenuate the launch loads for ensuring the structural safety of the
solar panel in a launch environment.

2. Solar Panel with Viscoelastic
Multilayered Stiffener
2.1. Design Drivers. The size of CubeSat has recently been
increased to 3 U, 6 U, 12 U, and 27 U for achieving more challenging and sophisticated missions through the CubeSat platform that has led to the use of deployable solar panels to meet
on-board power demand. However, it involves the problem
of excessive dynamic displacement of the panel during a
launch environment that could cause delamination or stress
in the solar cells. To overcome this issue, most of the previous
strategies have focused on increasing the stiﬀness of the panel
by applying additional stiﬀeners made up of various materials such as aluminium and ﬁberglass laminate or using a
carbon-ﬁber-reinforced plastic (CFRP) panel and honeycomb panel. For example, ISISpace [18] developed deployable solar panels, where a thin PCB solar panel with a
thickness of 0.18 mm was stiﬀened using an aluminium
panel. Park et al. [11] developed a PCB-based 6 U CubeSat’s
deployable solar panel stiﬀened by high-pressure ﬁberglasslaminated G10 material. Besides, Lim et al. [12] developed a
6 U CubeSat’s deployable solar panel based on an aluminium
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honeycomb panel instead of the PCB to ensure a stiﬀness
requirement speciﬁed by the launch provider. In the case
of stiﬀener strategy, the rigidity of the stiﬀener is the key
point to increase the eigenfrequency of the panel. However,
it involves an inevitable increase in mass and acceleration
response of the stiﬀened panel that could produce an undesirable burden on HRM, especially the ones based on the
nylon wire cutting mechanisms generally used in CubeSat
applications. The CFRP and honeycomb panels are relatively
light in weight and exhibit high stiﬀness, thus commonly
been used in aerospace applications wherever high strength
to weight ratio and rigidity are required. However, those
structures are expensive and thick in size that has made
them less practical for advanced missions of CubeSat platform due to the internal restraint edge gap on the polypicosatellite orbital deployer (P-POD), 6.5 mm [1] or 10 mm
[19] for the solar panel accommodation and development
cost limitations.
As an alternative solution in regard to the above issues,
multiple numbers of HRMs could be applied to provide
additional mechanical ﬁxation points on the solar panel,
although it could increase system complexity and reduce
the available area for solar cell accommodation. These facts
indicate that a new strategy is required to minimize the
dynamic deﬂection of the solar panel for the structural safety
of the solar cells as well as to reduce the potential risk of
mechanical failure in HRM. Thus, in this study, we proposed
a CubeSat’s PCB-based deployable solar panel employing a
thin multilayered stiﬀener, interlaminated with viscoelastic
acrylic tapes, as a new strategy to guarantee structural safety
of solar cells by attenuating the launch loads on the panel
under launch environment.
2.2. Design Description. To demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of
stiﬀeners with viscoelastic acrylic tapes for launch load attenuation of the solar panel, a 3 U sized solar panel as shown in
Figure 1 was fabricated. The demonstration model of the
dummy solar panel is mainly comprised of a PCB panel, thin
PCB stiﬀeners, and viscoelastic acrylic tapes. The PCB panel
is made out of FR4 material with dimensions 320 mm × 82
mm × 1:6 mm, which provides a mechanical interface for
the integration of stiﬀeners and solar cells. Thin PCB
stiﬀeners as shown in Figure 1 of thickness 0.5 mm were
attached to the rear surface of the PCB panel by a doublesided 3M™ 966 acrylic tape [20]. The basic principle for
attenuating the launch load on the panel is based on the resistive deformation characteristics of laminated adhesive tapes
subjected to shear deformation such that the constrained
viscoelastic layer dissipates maximum vibration energy. The
3M™ 966 acrylic tape manufactured by the 3M company is
a high-temperature acrylic adhesive with low outgassing
properties that meets the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) low volatility speciﬁcation criteria
of ASTM E596. Thus, it has been used in aerospace applications for bonding purposes. The detailed speciﬁcations of the
materials used in the solar panel are presented in Table 1.
The manufacturing process of the PCB stiﬀener is simple;
the four center rectangular blocks as well as a hinge and the
HRM portion of the PCB were intentionally cut out for mass
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optimization that also allows access to the rear side of the
solar panel. Furthermore, the longitudinal and the transverse
structural shape of the stiﬀeners eﬀectively mitigates longitudinal and torsional oscillation of the panel with the combination of viscoelastic acrylic tape. The stiﬀener attachment
process is considerably simple, although intensive care
should be given to control the uniform bonding strength distribution in workmanship. The unsymmetrical attachments
of the acrylic tape would increase prestress and delamination
in the multilayered stiﬀener. Therefore, four guide holes were
considered on the four edge corners of the stiﬀeners and the
PCB panel for eﬀortless integration of stiﬀeners on the panel.
The total thickness of the solar panel after integration of the
ﬁve layers of stiﬀener on the PCB panel is 4.5 mm that allows
an additional margin of 5.5 mm lateral edge gap on P-POD
for a dynamic clearance [19]. Figure 2 shows the front and
rear view of the demonstration model of the 3 U solar panel.
Table 2 summarizes the mass budget of the demonstrated
model of the solar panel. The total mass of the solar panel
proposed in this study is 141 g.

3. Experimental Evaluation of Viscoelastic
Multilayered Stiffener for Vibration
Attenuation on the Solar Panel
3.1. Basic Dynamic Characteristics. The vibration attenuation
of the constrained layer damping with viscoelastic materials
is highly dependent on geometric parameters such as crosssectional area, shape, and thicknesses of the viscoelastic and
constraining layers, because the energy dissipation actions
mainly resulted from the shear deformation behavior
between the interlaminated surfaces [22, 23]. To investigate
the basic dynamic characteristics of the solar panel, such as
damping performance and stiﬀness, with respect to the number of adhesive tape attachment conditions, free-vibration
tests were performed. The following three cases were considered: solar panel without a stiﬀener and solar panels with 3
and 5 layers of the stiﬀener, in order to clarify the characteristics of the design in each case. In the above-mentioned
cases, the free-vibration tests were carried out at ambient
room temperature of 25°C for the solar panel under boundary condition that both hinge and HRM hole interfaces are
rigidly clamped, which corresponds to a launch stowed conﬁguration of the solar panel. The roving hammer method was
used to excite the solar panel to its free vibration. An accelerometer sensor to obtain the time domain response was
attached at the center of the panel to measure the frequency
responses of the solar panel. The experimental test result
shown in Figure 3 demonstrates the time histories of the
free-vibration response of the solar panels. Figure 4 shows
the power spectral density (PSD) acceleration responses of
the solar panel with various numbers of interlaminated stiﬀeners. The results show that the vibration of the solar panel
can be eﬀectively suppressed by employing the stiﬀeners with
viscoelastic acrylic tapes.
Figure 5 shows the 1st eigenfrequency and damping ratio
variation of the solar panel according to the application of the
stiﬀener. The damping ratios of the solar panel after the
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Figure 1: Illustrative design conﬁguration of a 3 U CubeSat’s deployable solar panel.

Table 1: Speciﬁcation of materials used in the solar panel.
Item

3M™ 966 adhesive
transfer tape [20]

FR4 [21]

Details

Value

Manufacturer
Adhesive material
Color
Thickness (mm)
Thermal conductivity
(at 41°C) (W/m/K)
Coeﬃcient of thermal
expansion (ppm/°C)
Allowable temperature (°C)
Adhesive strength (to steel)
(N/100 mm)
Outgassing
(%, TML/CVCM)

3M Company
Acrylic
Transparent
0.06
0.178

Solar panel
front surface

PCB panel
rear surface

1.99

Stiﬀener

-40~232
159
(a)

0.93/0.01
9

Elastic modulus (Pa)

18:73 × 10

Poisson’s ratio
Density (kg/m3)
Thermal conductivity
(W/m/K)

0.136
1850
0.29

application of 3 and 5 layers of the viscoelastic stiﬀener were,
respectively, 0.019 and 0.061, which is higher by factors of 9.5
and 30.5 as compared to 0.002 that was measured in the nonstiﬀener solar panel. Furthermore, the 1st eigenfrequency calculated from the vibration periods of the solar panel without
a stiﬀener and with 3 and 5 layers of the stiﬀener was
36.70 Hz, 63.52 Hz, and 68.81 Hz, respectively. The result
shows that the application of the viscoelastic multilayered
stiﬀener substantially enhanced the vibration damping as
well as increased the stiﬀness of the panel due to the fact that
large shear strain and relatively tough surface roughness were

(b)

Figure 2: Demonstration model of the 3 U solar panel: (a) front
view and (b) rear view.

achieved by molecular attraction force of acrylic polymers of
the viscoelastic acrylic tapes. The global bending mode is the
most dominant in the dynamic displacement of the panel
even if the stiﬀeners are mounted on the panel although the
dynamic displacement would be decreased owing to the
increased stiﬀness of panel assembly [24–26]. The mode
shape corresponding to the fundamental frequency of the
solar panels remains the same. This is because the stiﬀness
value of the stiﬀeners themselves is smaller than the panel,
such that they do not change the original mode shape at
the 1st eigenfrequency of the panel although the modes at
higher frequency might be changed in some extent. The stiﬀness diﬀerence between the solar panel without a stiﬀener
and with the implementation of 3 layers of the stiﬀener is
relatively higher than that observed between the 3 and 5 layer
cases. This indicates that increasing the number of stiﬀeners
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Table 2: Mass budget of the demonstration model of the solar
panel.

10–1

Item

10–2

PCB panel
5 layers of PCB stiﬀeners
3M™ 966 acrylic adhesive tapes

93
45
3

Total

141

PSD acceleration (g 2/Hz)

Mass (g)

10–3

10–4

10–5
1.5
10–6

Acceleration (g)

1

101

0.5

102
Frequency (Hz)

103

Without stiﬀener
With 3 layers of stiﬀener

0

With 5 layers of stiﬀener

Figure 4: The PSD acceleration responses of the solar panel with
various numbers of interlaminated stiﬀeners.

–0.5
–1

0

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

Time (s)

Figure 3: Free-vibration test results of the solar panels with various
numbers of stiﬀeners.

raised the panel rigidity to some extent, however, not as a linear function of stiﬀener numbers. However, this kind of
asymmetry was not observed in the damping performance
of the panel because the amount of energy dissipated in a viscoelastic layer depends on the magnitude of shear strain in
that layer. Thus, the number of viscoelastic stiﬀener layers
should be taken into account as a design parameter by considering the panel mass, stiﬀness, and lateral thickness
imposed in the system requirements.
For CubeSat applications, where rapid slew maneuvers for
the acquisition of a target point are required, the interaction of
deployable solar panels with the attitude control system could
generate a rigid body motion that can signiﬁcantly degrade
performance in terms of pointing accuracy and acquisition
time. With the current trend of large deployable solar panels
with low-frequency modes to meet the power requirement in
CubeSat design, the residual vibration at the end of attitude
maneuver as well as slewing time increases that signiﬁcantly
degrades the performance requirement of future advanced
missions. However, the proposed design of the solar panel
could also substantially suppress the vibration of the solar
panel during in-orbit operations that may overcome the above
issues to some extent. Nevertheless, the properties of viscoelas-

1st eigenfrequency (Hz)

With 5 layers of stiﬀener

0.07

65

0.06

60

Without stiﬀener
With 3 layers of stiﬀener

70

0.05

55
0.04
50
0.03
45

Damping ratio

–1.5

0.02

40

0.01

35
30
0

1

2
3
4
Number of stiﬀener layers

5

1st eigenfrequency
Damping ratio

Figure 5: 1st eigenfrequency and damping ratio of the solar panel
according to the number of stiﬀener layers.

tic materials used in constrained layer damping are generally
much more sensitive to temperature that could aﬀect the
dynamic characteristics of the solar panel according to the
temperature condition. Thus, free-vibration tests of solar
panels considering in-orbit deployed conﬁguration were performed at various temperature ranges in the thermal chamber.
The objective of this test was to investigate the characteristic
variations of the deployed solar panel, such as damping performance and stiﬀness in various temperature conditions for
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Thermal chamber
Test jig

Solar panel
(with stiﬀener)

Acceleration sensor

Figure 6: Free-vibration test setup conﬁguration of the solar panel in a thermal chamber.
14

12
1st eigenfrequency (Hz)

predicting its design eﬀectiveness under in-orbit operation.
Thus, the speciﬁed temperature range was set as -20°C to
60°C, which covers the expected glass-transition temperature
range of 3M™ 966 acrylic tape, although the allowable temperature range is -40°C to 232°C. In order to ensure the uniform
temperature distribution throughout the specimen panel, the
thermal dwell time at a particular test temperature was set to
one hour. Figure 6 shows the free-vibration test setup conﬁguration of the solar panel in a thermal chamber. The solar
panel was cantilevered on the test jig to acquire the characteristic variation in the low-frequency range that could help to
predict design eﬀectiveness under in-orbit deployed conﬁguration. To measure the frequency responses of the panel
during the free-vibration test, an accelerometer sensor was
attached at the center of the solar panel.
Figure 7 shows the 1st eigenfrequency of solar panels in
accordance with temperature variations. The result indicates
that the stiﬀness of a solar panel varies with environmental
temperature due to the structural phase transition eﬀect of
the material. The solar panel with 5 layers of stiﬀener exhibited relatively higher stiﬀness over all temperature conditions, compared to the other cases. This is explained by the
fact that nearly stable adhesive strength is maintained on thin
multiple stiﬀeners by high-temperature acrylic tapes such
that the stiﬀeners used as a constraining layer accumulate
the equivalent stiﬀness of the panel.
Figure 8 shows the damping ratio of the solar panels in
accordance with the temperature variations. Likewise to stiﬀness, the damping ratio of the solar panel is also profoundly
dependent on the temperature because the energy dissipation
action is accomplished mainly by the shear strain of viscoelastic layers. At lower temperatures, so-called glassy region,
the viscoelastic acrylic tape instigates to behave as an elastic
material; thus, the damping performance of the panel
remains lower owing to the high storage modulus. As the
temperature increases, the damping ratio of the solar panel
is relatively higher because the viscoelastic acrylic layer dissipates maximum vibration energy owing to the shear deformation until the glass transition temperature is reached
[20]. Meanwhile, this is the point of maximum shear strain

10

8

6
–20

0

40
20
Temperature (°C)

60

Without stiﬀener
With 3 layers of stiﬀener
With 5 layers of stiﬀener

Figure 7: 1 eigenfrequency of the solar panels under various
temperature conditions.
st

and further increase in temperature results decreasing the
solar panel’s damping ratio owing to the viscous molecules
of adhesive tape instigating a rubbery state above the glass
transition temperature. Where both the storage modulus and
the loss modulus of viscoelastic material remain small, minimum energy dissipation is therefore obtained from the cyclic
shear deformation of adhesive tapes. As shown in the result,
all panels showed similar damping behavior with temperature
variation, although the solar panel employing 5 layers of stiﬀener exhibited a relatively higher damping magnitude than
other cases due to the cumulative shear strain contributed by
the increased cross-sectional area of adhesive tapes.
3.2. Launch Vibration Test. To evaluate the structural safety
and damping performance of the proposed design of a solar
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Table 3: Summary of qualiﬁcation level launch vibration test
speciﬁcations.

0.04

Sinusoidal vibration test [27]
Frequency Amplitude
Level
(Hz)
(g)

Damping ratio

0.03

0.02

0 dB
(full level)

0.01

5
8
100

Sweep rate (oct/min)

1.3
2.5
2.5

2

Frequency
(Hz)

Amplitude
(g2/Hz)

RMS
Test
acceleration
duration (s)
(Grms )

20
50
800
2000

0.026
0.16
0.16
0.026

Random vibration test [28]
Level

0

–20

0

20
40
Temperature ( °C)

60

Without stiﬀener

0 dB
(full level)

120

14.10

With 3 layers of stiﬀener
With 5 layers of stiﬀener

Figure 8: Damping ratio of the solar panels under various
temperature conditions.

panel in launch environments, launch vibration tests such as
sine and random vibration tests were carried out under the
qualiﬁcation level of the launch load speciﬁed in Table 3.
The main objective of these tests was to verify the design
eﬀectiveness of the highly damped solar panel system with
viscoelastic acrylic tapes to ensure the structural safety of
solar cells in launch vibration loads.
Figure 9 shows an example of a launch vibration test conﬁguration of the solar panel along with z-axis excitation. The
demonstration model of the solar panel was rigidly mounted
on the electrodynamic vibration shaker (J260/SA7M, IMV
Corp.) through the bolt fastening on the HRM and hinge hole
interfaces. An accelerometer sensor was attached to the test jig
to control the input vibration load. The output acceleration
responses of the solar panel were measured by the accelerometer attached at the center of the solar panel. The test was performed at an ambient room temperature of 18°C. The
structural safety of the solar panel is validated by comparing
the variation of the 1st eigenfrequencies of the panel obtained
through low-level sine sweep (LLSS) tests performed before
and after each vibration test. In order to judge the structural
safety of the specimen under the launch load, the 1st eigenfrequency variation in LLSS should be less than 5%.
Figure 10 shows the sine vibration test results of solar
panels along with z-axis excitation. The z-axis is the most
critical axis because it induces the largest dynamic deﬂection
of the solar panel. With respect to the maximum 2.5 g sine
vibration input load, the maximum acceleration response of
the solar panel without a stiﬀener was 43.72 g which was
observed at 47.6 Hz. Moreover, at the same input vibration
load, the maximum acceleration response of the solar panels
with 3 and 5 layers of stiﬀeners was 16.59 g and 11.45 g at
58.5 Hz and 73 Hz, respectively. As seen in the results, the
solar panel’s damping eﬃciency and stiﬀness were substan-

tially increased with respect to the number of attached stiﬀeners. Among those, the solar panel with 5 layers of
stiﬀener exhibited higher damping performance, i.e., lower
ampliﬁcation factor than other cases because of the increased
number of viscoelastic layers that upsurge shear deformations during panel deﬂection.
Figure 11 shows the random vibration test results along
with the z-axis excitation of the solar panel. The Grms values
obtained from acceleration power spectral density (APSD)
proﬁles of a solar panel without a stiﬀener and with 3 and 5
layers of the stiﬀener were 38.42, 14.03, and 12.63, respectively. The output response of the solar panel with 5 layers
of the stiﬀener was lower by a factor of 1.12 than that of the
input 14.1 Grms level. Likewise, to the above sine vibration
test results, solar panels showed similar dynamic behavior
under a random vibration load.
Table 4 compares the 1st eigenfrequencies of the solar
panels obtained from the LLSS tests that were performed
before and after each vibration test. The tabulated LLSS result
shows that the 1st eigenfrequency shifted was within 3.42%
throughout the test sequences of the panels, which is within
the 5% criterion. In addition, after completion of the launch
vibration tests, the visual inspection of the solar panel does
not report any crack, dissociation, and plastic deformation
on the stiﬀeners although it is not shown here. These tests
and inspection results indicate that the structural safety of
the proposed solar panel was successfully veriﬁed in qualiﬁcation level launch environment tests.
Table 5 summarizes the relative dynamic displacement
derived from the sensor response measured at the center of
the solar panel during the worst excitation axis along the z
-direction. The maximum dynamic displacement of the solar
panels without a stiﬀener and with 3 and 5 layers of the stiﬀener, under random vibration load, estimated from the threesigma value of Grms response was 1.39 mm, 0.13 mm, and
0.04 mm, respectively. The dynamic deﬂection of the solar
panel employing 5 layers of the stiﬀener is signiﬁcantly
reduced by a factor of 34.75 as compared to the solar panel
without a stiﬀener. This is owing to the higher vibration
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Acceleration sensor
(for output measurement)

Vibration shaker

Acceleration sensor
(for input control)

Solar panel
(with stiﬀener)

Figure 9: Launch vibration test setup conﬁguration of the solar panel.
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Acceleration (g)
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1

1
0.1
0.01
0.001
0.0001
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100
Frequency (Hz)

Input proﬁle (max. 2.5 g)
Without stiﬀener (max. 43.72 g @ 47.6 Hz)
With 3 layers of stiﬀener (max. 16.59 g @ 58.5 Hz)
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100
Frequency (Hz)
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Without stiﬀener (38.42 Grms)
With 3 layers of stiﬀener (14.03 Grms)
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Figure 10: Sinusoidal vibration test results of the solar panels in the
z-axis excitation.

Figure 11: Random vibration test results of the solar panels in the z
-axis excitation.

attenuation resulted from the increased shear area of viscous
layers of an acrylic tape. Moreover, the increased natural frequency of the panel also contributed to the reduction in
dynamic displacement. Thus, a solar panel employing constrained layer damping with viscoelastic acrylic tapes proposed in this study is eﬀective for achieving the design goals
of launch load attenuation and minimization of the dynamic
deﬂection of the panel. If this technology is applicable for 6 U
or larger conﬁgurations, the use of a single HRM makes it
possible to ensure the structural safety of solar cells without
reducing the available area of solar cell accommodation
within the minimal increased mass of the solar panel module.

deployable solar panel was evaluated to ensure the structural
safety of solar cells under a launch vibration environment. A
demonstration model of the 3 U CubeSat’s deployable solar
panel exhibited exceptionally high damping performance
owing to the excessive shear deformation achieved by the
combination of multilayered stiﬀeners and viscoelastic tapes.
The basic dynamic characteristics of the solar panel were
demonstrated by free-vibration tests under various temperature conditions. The design eﬀectiveness for attenuating the
launch loads and the structural safety of the solar panel was
experimentally veriﬁed through the qualiﬁcation level sine
and random vibration tests. The launch vibration results of
the solar panel with 5 layers of stiﬀener demonstrated that
the dynamic displacement was signiﬁcantly reduced by a factor of 34.75 compared to that of the solar panel without a
stiﬀener. In addition, the solar panel design suggested in this
study could also have a considerable advantage for the rapid

4. Conclusion
In this study, the eﬀectiveness of constrained layer damping
with viscoelastic acrylic tapes on the CubeSat’s PCB-based
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Table 4: LLSS test results of solar panels before and after full level vibration test.
Test

Solar panel
w/o stiﬀener

Sine vibration

with 3 layers of stiﬀener
with 5 layers of stiﬀener
w/o stiﬀener

Random vibration

with 3 layers of stiﬀener
with 5 layers of stiﬀener

Table 5: Estimated dynamic displacement of solar panels in
vibration loads.
Solar panel

Max. displacement
(mm)

w/o stiﬀener
with 3 layers of stiﬀener
with 5 layers of stiﬀener

0.49
0.12
0.05

w/o stiﬀener
Random vibration with 3 layers of stiﬀener
with 5 layers of stiﬀener

1.39
0.13
0.04

Test

Sine vibration

attenuation of residual vibration on deployed solar panels
after the slew maneuver of satellite that could minimize the
performance degradation of the future space missions, where
rapid slew maneuvers are required for the acquisition of a
target point.
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